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“Don't tell people how to do things, tell them what to do and let them surprise you with their results” 
General George S. Patton 

 
 
Intent:  -Purpose 

-Key Tasks 
-End State  

(source: U.S. Army Mission Command ADRP 6.0) 

 
Purpose (why it needs to be done.) 
Examples: 
 “Mary I’d like you to reconstruct the landing page of our website because I want to attract more 
customers (Purpose)” 
 
 “Phil, can you study our accidents over the last year and report your findings?”  “I am considering a new 
safety campaign (Purpose)” 
 

 

Key Tasks: (a few tasks which you believe are essential for completion of your directive.  These tasks, if not 

done will increase risk of failure to meet your end state.) 
Examples: 
 “Mary some key tasks associated with this are ease of use (minimizing mouse clicks), a contemporary 
feel with colors and graphics, and search engine optimization (Key Tasks).” 
 
 “Phil, I’m looking for accidents which caused injury and employee absence.  I’ll want you to show 
statistics such as employee experience level, time of day, location, and other statistics you believe are relevant 
to this study (Key Tasks)” 

 

End State: (how it should look, feel, sound etc. when complete) 

Examples: 
 “Mary end state will be a presentation for the COO and I which highlights the changes and how you 
believe the improvements will attract more customers.  We will offer some guidance to you then get the 
changes complete and make plans for launch (Specifics of End State). “  
 
 “Phil, my end state is a study which helps me better see accident occurrences so I can make an informed 
plan for this year’s safety campaign.  As you recall last year’s campaign was ineffective because I didn’t invest 
time studying the problems and their causes.  Help me see that before I move forward this year (Specifics of End 
State)”   


